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ABSTRACT

Most situations that ause people to smile are important and

treasured events that happen in front of the other people.

In life-logging systems that reord everything with wearable

ameras and mirophones, it is di�ult to extrat the im-

portant events from a large amount of reordings. In this

researh, we design and implement a smile-based life-logging

system that fouses on smile / laughter for indexing the in-

teresting / enjoyable events on a reorded video. Our sys-

tem, features an original smile / laughter reognition devie

using photo interrupters that is omfortable enough for daily

use and proposed an algorithm that detets smile / laughter

separately by threshold-based lustering. The main hal-

lenge is that, sine the reasons people smile and laugh are

quite diverse, the system has to detet a smile / laughter as

di�erent events. Evaluation results showed that our meh-

anism ahieved a 73% / 94% auray in deteting smile /

laughter, while atual use of the system showed that it an

aurately detet interesting senes from a reorded life log.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

H.4 [Information Systems Appliations℄: Misellaneous

General Terms

Human Fators
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1. INTRODUCTION
The downsizing of portable omputers has attrated a

great deal of attention in the �eld of wearable omputing
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[1℄. Wearable omputing an provide more e�etive and at-

trative servies that onventional desktop / mobile devies.

Moreover people's daily lives an be improved by wearable

omputing tehnologies beause they ontain extremely de-

tailed information about their users [2, 3℄. Of partiular

interest to the authors is the fat that we an reord things

24 hours a day, 7 days a week with wearable video ameras

that have a large apaity and high portability (in a proess

alled life logging [4℄). Although life log enables us to reord

amazing or sudden events that would not be possible with-

out the wearable amera, it is di�ult to isolate and retrieve

partiular events from enormous reordings. A method of

indexing the reorded data is therefore required for e�ient

retrieval [5℄.

There are urrently many indexing methods using various

types of sensors. For example, the spread of smartphones

has made obtaining GPS data muh easier. There are many

appliations that index photos, notes, and videos with loa-

tion information [6, 7, 8℄. Kobayashi et al. implemented a

life-logging system that indexes reorded data with the on-

text of having a meal, going to the toilet, and smoking by

using sent sensors [9℄. Most of these indexing tehniques are

based on objetive information related to biologial or envi-

ronmental data aquired from wearable sensors. Subjetive

information is also very important in life-logging systems,

but it is extremely di�ult to detet.

Most of these situations in whih people smile our dur-

ing important and treasured events that happen in front of

other people, suh as partiipating in enjoyable ativities

and wathing interesting things. In this researh, we fous

on smile / laughter for indexing interesting and enjoyable

events. To the best of our knowledge, there is no researh

for indexing life-log data using smiles or similar indiators of

positive emotions. We developed a smile / laughter reogni-

tion devie that uses two photo interrupters built into glasses

that an be worn with omfort in daily life sine the sen-

sors are non-ontat and small enough to look natural. We

also developed an algorithm that detets smile / laughter

by simple threshold-based lustering. While there are many

methods to detet smiles, inluding systems that use image

proessing [10℄ and eletromyography (EMG) [11℄, these are

not designed for use in daily life, and are typially unom-

fortable or annot be worn pratially.

Sine the reasons people smile and laugh are quite diverse,



the system detets eah as di�erent indexes. Our system

distinguishes them by the fat that laughter makes hanges

in both the eye and the heek area while a smile makes

hanges in only the heek area.

Prototype testing of the devie showed that our system

ahieved 73% / 94% auray in deteting smile / laugh-

ter. We also implemented an appliation of video summa-

rizing based on our approah. This atual-use senario on-

�rmed that our system ould aurately detet the interest-

ing senes from a reorded life log.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In

Setion 2, we disuss related work. In Setion 3, we desribes

the design of the devie and the algorithm to detet smile /

laughter, and in Setion 4 we explain our implementation of

a prototype system. The experimental evaluation is desried

in Setion 5. Finally, we onlude and disuss future work

in Setion 6.

2. RELATED WORK
There have been several studies on deteting subjetive

emotions. Healey et al. analyzed four physiologial sig-

nals � skin ondutivity, blood volume pressure, respira-

tion, and an eletromyogram � on the masseter musle [12℄.

They found that anger ould easily be di�erentiated from

peaeful emotions (90%�100%), that high and low arousal

states ould be distinguished (80%�88%), and that posi-

tive and negative valene states were di�ult to distinguish

(50%�82%). Subsets of three emotion states ould be ef-

fetively separated (75%�87%), and harateristi patterns

for single emotions were found. However, to the best of our

knowledge, there is no researh for indexing life-log data

using smiles or similar positive emotional indiators.

There are several approahes for deteting smiles inlud-

ing algorithms that use image proessing [10℄ or eletromyo-

graphy (EMG) [11℄. In terms of the former, most urrent

digital ameras have a smile shutter funtion that automat-

ially takes a photo when it detets a smile [13℄. As for the

latter, Surakka et al. used the EMG to investigate faial

and emotional reations while viewing two di�erent types of

smiles and the relation of emotional empathy to these rea-

tions [14℄. They put several eletrodes on a human fae to

detet the faial motions and interviewed partiipants to de-

termine onentration during the smile. They reported two

di�erent types of smiles. One is a duhenne smile, whih is a

felt smile that moves the orbiularis ouli and zygomatius,

and the other is a non-duhenne smile, whih is an unfelt

smile that moves the orbiularis ouli but not the zygomati-

us. Although both methods an detet smiles well, they are

not suitable for everybody use beause the former requires

a amera in front of the fae to apture it orretly and the

latter requires the user to wear multiple unomfortable de-

vies. With our method, all the user needs to do is wear

glasses that have two small photo interrupters. This ful�lls

the requirements for the daily use of the devie.

3. SYSTEM DESIGN
Our objetive with this researh is to reate a system that

an detet smile / laughter for indexing the reorded data

of a life log. We designed our system to meet the two re-

quirements below.

(1) Detet smile and laughter separately

(a) Neutral (b) Smile

() Laughter

Figure 1: Three types of faial expression.

Most previous researh has treated a smile and laughter

as the same human emotions. However, the meaning of a

smile and laughter is quite di�erent in daily life. A smile

ours when people are interested in what they like or when

they want something in front of them. It ours based on

emotions: e.g., people think something is ute or lovely, or

they have a desire for an objet or event in front of them. In

ontrast, laughter ours when people are obviously enjoying

an event suh as a onversation.

As desribed in Setion 2, Surakka et al. reported that

an unfelt smile moves the orbiularis ouli but not the zy-

gomatius (Fig. 1(b)) ompared with an emotionless stare

(Fig. 1(a)). In ontrast, a felt smile moves both the orbi-

ularis ouli and the zygomatiuszz (as shown in Fig. 1())

[14℄.

In the proposed system, we de�ne laughter as a reation of

both the orbiularis ouli and the zygomatius, and a smile

as a reation of only the zygomatius. Our purpose is to

lassify the user state into one of three: laughter, smile, or

other (suh as neutral, eating, sneezing, or blinking).

(2) Be wearable for daily use

We have disussed how there are several methods to detet

smiles by using image proessing or EMG, but that they

are unsuitable for use in daily life beause the devies are

unomfortable to wear and they look unnatural.

There is a lear need for a devie that an detet smile /

laughter and also be worn omfortably. We designed a small

devie that uses two simple photo interrupters as sensors to

detet smiles. These interrupters send and reeive infrared

light and measure depth by non-ontat.

We foused on the di�erene of faial motion using data

from the photo interrupters. The sensors are above the eye

(tail of the eye) and heek areas. Two sensors are �xed to a

pair of glasses, as shown in Fig. 2. It looks natural beause

the attahed devies are fairly small, so these glasses an be



Figure 2: Snapshot of user wearing our devie.
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Figure 3: System struture of smile-deteting devie.

disretely worn in daily life.

3.1 System structure
We designed two types of data logger. One is a PC-based

system in whih the devie sends information on smiling /

laughter to the PC in real time, and the other is a stand

alone system in whih the devie stores the information in

its memory and then sends the stored data in bulk when the

devie onnets to a PC.

Figure 3 shows the struture of the PC-based system. It

onsists of the glasses equipped with two depth sensors, a

miroontroller, and a PC. The two sensors detet faial

motion and the miroontroller analyzes the data after it

reeives the information from the sensors. The sensed data

are sent to the PC via ZigBee wireless ommuniation. The

reognition software on the PC reognizes a smile or laughter

by referening the sensor data and then reords its results

with a time stamp.

3.2 Recognition method
This setion desribes the detailed algorithm of deteting

smile and laughter. Our method not only detets these two

emotional indexes � it also leans the noises that happen

in everyday life. As desribed above, we de�ne a smile on

the basis of orbiularis ouli and zygomatius movement and

laughter on the basis of zygomatius movement.

���

�

(a) Neutral fae

���

�

(b) smile

�	


�

() laughter

Figure 4: The depth for eah faial expression.

Figure 4 shows the sequene of depth data for the neutral,

smile, and laughter states. The left part of eah graph shows

the data from the sensor above the heek area(in red), and

the right part shows the data from the sensor above the eye

area (also in red). Green lines indiate the tentative thresh-

old to detet smile / laughter. The vertial axis indiates

depth and the horizontal axis indiates time. When the in-

terrupter gets loser than 1 mm, the depth value beomes

124, and when it gets further than 10 mm, the depth value

beomes 0. The time duration shown in eah graph is about

three seonds.

Looking at the waveforms for smile, the value of the heek

learly exeeds the threshold when a smile starts. Then,

when the user ends the smile, the value dereases immedi-

ately. However, the value of the eye area does not hange.

Next, both waveforms for laughter exeed the threshold when

the user starts laughing. Then, when the user stops laugh-

ing, both values derease immediately with the same timing.

There is almost no hange in the status of a neutral fae,

whih indiates that smile and laughter an be deteted us-

ing the two thresholds for heek area and eye area. To put it

simply: the system reognizes a smile when only the value of

the heek exeeds the threshold, it reognizes laughter when

the values of both heek and eye exeed their thresholds,

and it reognizes �other" when both values are under their

thresholds.

This is the manner in whih we set the basi algorithm

to detet smile / laughter. We implemented an appliation
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Figure 5: Appliation that showing waves and reognitions.

that shows the urrent values of the sensors and the deteted

faial expression in ions, as shown in Fig. 5. We used

this appliation to investigate the appropriate position of

the sensors and an algorithm to ahieve high true-negative

auray in natural situations.

3.3 Sensor placement
We used several test subjets to investigate the positions

at whih eah sensor had the most sensitive reation. Result

showed that the appropriate position at the heek is around

the top of the heekbone, whih lifts up with a smile, and

that at the eye is around the middle point of the orner of

the eye, whih droops with a smile. We therefore set the

riterion of orret sensor plaement suh that eah depth

value for a neutral fae should stay between 10 and 30, the

heek depth value of smile should be over 90, and the eye

depth value of laughter should be over 90. Under this rite-

rion, these faial expressions are learly deteted. Here, we

de�ne laughter as a loud laughing sound or obvious laugh-

ing, and a smile as little sounds or obvious smiling. The

sensor plaement an be adjusted to di�erent head size and

shape, body weight, et. by using bolts. We onduted an

experiment to determine if di�erent physial harateristis

among users resulted in di�erent depth data. Eight male

and four female university students took part in this exper-

iment using the prototype devie. The results showed that

there is not muh di�erene in the sequene of depth data

between a male who has a big head and a female who is be-

low average weight. This experiment demonstrated that our

system an learly and e�etively identify smile / laughter

regardless of user.

3.4 Padding of preliminary motion
In our original detetion method, a smile is frequently de-

teted before laughter beause the value of the heek usually

exeeds the threshold before that of the heek exeeds the

threshold. However, this detetion of a smile is just a pre-

liminary motion and not an atual smile as de�ned above.

Therefore, we add a proess to hange the unneessary smile

with laughter when it is a preliminary motion.

Figure 6 shows an example of someone laughing. The

upper graphs are depth values for the heek and eye areas,

and the lower part shows the reognition results. As you an

see in the �gure, when laughter ours after a neutral fae,

at �rst, the heek value goes over the threshold. This auses

the system to inorretly output a smile. To prevent this,

the system modi�es the reognition results: if the duration

of a smile between neutral and laughter is shorter than a

Depth

Time

Depth

Time

smile smile

laughter

Depth value 
( Cheek )

Depth value 
( Eye )

Befor revision

Conventional

After revision

Modified

neutral neutral 

Figure 6: At beginning and end of laughter.

spei� time, the duration of the smile is hanged to the

duration of laughter.

This same situation an also happen after laughter (also

shown in the �gure). The same modi�ation an be applied

at the end of laughter.

Here, laughter usually has its own reverberation and an

be detet as smile. In suh a ase, the reverberation is ob-

jetively a smile, and the system does not modify the reog-

nition results sine the duration of the smile is longer than

the threshold.

3.5 Padding of repetition in smiles
If smiles and laughter are reognized again and again

at short intervals, the system reognizes that these smiles

and laughter have ourred separately. However, obje-

tively speaking, these smile and laughter stem from the same

event. In other words, the same faial expression is main-

tained for a long time.

The system therefore lusters these smiles and laughter

into one group. If smiles our ontinually at short intervals,

the system reognizes these smiles as belonging to one sene

of an event. In onrete terms, if the duration from the end

of the previous smile to the beginning of the urrent smile is

shorter than a spei� time, the system adds a smile between

these two smiles. This modi�ation is e�etive for extrating

interesting onversational topis from a life log.

3.6 Recognition in various situations
For our method to be e�etive in daily life, it must have

not only a high true-positive rate but also a low false-positive

rate. Therefore, we onduted a preliminary experiment to

estimate the ratio of false-positives. We made sure to inlude

various motions that ould be mis-identi�ed as a smile /

laughter. These inlude talking, winking, eating, narrowing

the eyes, yawning, blinking, shaking the head, oughing, and

walking. Figure 7 shows the results of ations that might be

deteted as a smile / laughter. With talking, the value of

the heek hanged when the user pronouned �i" strongly,

as shown in Fig. 7(a). In suh a situation, although the

value oasionally exeeds the threshold, the duration over

the threshold is muh shorter than that of a smile / laughter.

When strongly winking, there is a ase of deteting a smile

/ laughter of very short duration, as shown in Fig. 7(b).
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(a) Talking
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(b) Winking
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() Eating

Figure 7: Fators of noises.

However, the duration over the threshold is also quite short.

As for eating, in most ases the value did not inrease to

the threshold. When users ram their mouths with food,

the value of the heek does rise, as shown in Fig. 7(). The

duration over the threshold in the ase is also short.

For the other ations, there were no ases in whih the

value exeeded the threshold. Sine smiles and laughter (our

target) our due to emotion, they tend to go on for several

seonds. In ontrast, the noises mentioned above only last

0.1 to 0.8 se. Our system disregards suh short durations

over the threshold beause it reognizes them as a noise from

daily life.

4. IMPLEMENTATION
We implemented a prototype devie that detets smile /

laughter, shown in Figure 8. Two photo interrupters are

attahed to the frame of a pair of the glasses. The loation

of the sensors is hangeable sine the best position varies

depending on the user. Detailed snapshots of the parts used

to attah the sensors are shown in Figure 9. The sensor for

the eye area is �xed to the arm via a bolt through a hole in

the side of the glasses frame. The sensor for the heek is �xed

to the front of the glasses frame. The sensor for the eye area

Buttery

xbee

Arduino

Photo interrupters

Figure 8: Prototype of devie.

an be adjusted by moving it vertially and horizontally to

the eye. The sensor for the heek area an also be adjusted

by moving it horizontally to the heek. In order to adjust

the depth of the sensor to users' faial shapes, we prepared

two di�erent heights of the bolt that �xes the sensor of the

heek part.

The miroontroller and ommuniation devie is attahed

to a hair band or other kind of aessory. Depth data from

the sensors are analyzed by Arduino Fio and stored on an

SD ard or sent to a PC via ZigBee wireless ommuniation

using an xBee unit. The prototype has a 1100�mAh lithium

polymer battery. Reognition software on the PC was imple-

mented using Proessing on Windows 7. Proessing was also

used to implement a video viewer for the life log video. It

reads faial expression data from the reognition results and

video data and then outputs the sript for AviSynth. When

users run the sript, they an see the piked up senes from

the life log video. Those parts of the video that ontain a

smile / laughter duration within a 5�seonds margin before

these duration are shown as the default. Users an selet

either a smile-based or laughter-based video and wath it to

re-experiene interesting events.

For using these appliation in daily life, users an wear

a wearable amera and other sensors suh as a GPS or a-

elerometers.

5. EVALUATION

5.1 Evaluative experiment 1
We onduted an evaluative experiment to investigate the

reognition ratio. In this evaluation, laughter is de�ned as a

smile with lifted heeks and drooped eyes, and a smile is de-



(a) Side view (inside) (b) Side view (outside)

() Front view (d) Top view

Figure 9: The part of sensing

�ned as a smile with lifted heeks without drooped eyes. We

analyzed spontaneous smiling. Partiipants sat on a hair

and wathed a video for about 10 min. The videos, whih

were hosen the partiipants themselves with the expeta-

tion they would hoose something they thought would make

them smile, inluded parts of variety shows, ats frisking

about, and so on. The smiles were aused by external fators

and not done on purpose. Eah partiipant did this experi-

ment in a lassroom in whih there were many other people.

In this evaluation, we also onsider unexpeted smile / laugh

that may ome up in onversation. Partiipants performed

additional ations, inluding eating food, talking with some-

one, and winking 10 times for eah ation so as to provide

additional data.

Aurate data is based on the reording data of partii-

pants' faes and is judged objetively as a smile, laughter,

or �other" every seond. Figure 10 shows a snapshot of the

aurate data in this experiment. We spontaneously om-

pared the aurate data with reognition data to determine

whether the smile value would be the same or not. Four

university students took part in this evaluation.

The reognition ratio shown in Table 1 was alulated on

the basis of the true-positive ratio, whih is the reognition

ratio of smiling. Results of the evaluation showed that this

system identi�ed the ontext of a smile with 73% auray

and laughter with 94% auray. A false negative ourred

while partiipants were laughter and smile. This ourred

due to smiles that were di�ult to understand suh as rapid

or small smiles. In this reason, these mis-detetion an be

onsidered as allowane limits of error.

Several false positive ourred when a partiipant was

eating. This ourred beause the partiipant opened his

mouth wider than usual.

All of the obvious smiles and laughter were orretly re-

ognized. The duration of smiles that ourred when wath-

ing a pleasant sene (in whih a ute hild was surprised

(a) Neutral

(b) Smile

() Laughter

Figure 10: Corret data ( Intuitive reognition)

by mishief) and of laughter when wathing a funny sene

(whih was an important point of a omedy) were muh

longer than the others. This indiates a link between the

importane of a sene and the duration of a smile / laugh-

ter.

All partiipants said that the devie did not impede vision

and was not unomfortable to wear, so it is pratial for use

in daily life. The result of this evaluation demonstrate that

our prototype is omfortable enough for daily use and useful

for deteting the interesting senes from a reorded life log.

5.2 Evaluative experiment 2
We onduted an evaluative experiment to investigate the

usefulness of the proposed system.

The tester was the �rst author of this paper. She put on

our devie and a wearable amera, as shown in Fig. 11. We

assumed a situation of going out with friends and took data

indoors (at home and at a restaurant), outdoors (at day and

at night), and on a bus. The ations performed during the

experiment inluded eating, talking, playing a video game,

walking, taking the bus, and so on.

Figures 12 and 13 shows a snapshot of the experiment.

Our system made it possible to pik out the interesting or

funny senes that made the user smile, as well as topis

that were not so interesting but were important for the user.



Table 1: Reognition ratio using the proposed devie [%℄.

Reognition data

Laughter Smile Other Auray [%℄

Laughter 44 1 2 93.6

Corret data Smile 7 47 10 73.4

Other 0 5 117 95.9

Total auray : 89.2 [%℄

Wearable camera

Prototype device

Figure 11: The user wearing our devie and wearable amera

Smiling ontinued when talking with people fae to fae, so

only topis that were long enough to understand were piked

out. There were a few short senes piked out that were not

long enough for other people to understand the onversation,

but it was enough for the user beause the key words of

topis were piked out and she was able to remember what

she had said and felt at the time. About a �fth of the most

amusing things disussed during the experiment were piked

out. There were some senes in whih the system ould

not understand the situation; however, three fourths of the

senes that had the meaning were piked out. Important

senes with long durations were usually piked out, so we

an estimate the importane of a sene based on the length.

The event of greeting the bus driver was piked out, so

the piked-out video seems to ontains the event of meeting

someone for �rst time. Smiling when walking or eating was

piked out. A ute sene in whih a at was fawning on

the user was also piked out. Nobody seemed to notie or

stare at the prototype devie, so it ould be implemented

naturally.

6. CONCLUSION
In this researh, we designed and implemented a smile-

based life-logging system fousing on smile / laughter for

indexing the interesting / enjoyable events on a reorded

video. Although systems of deteting smiles already ex-

ist, there are not wearable and are therefore di�ult to use

in daily life. To solve this problem, we developed a smile

/ laughter reognition devie using photo interrupters that

is omfortable enough for daily use and proposed an algo-

rithm to detet smile / laughter separately by threshold-

based lustering. We also proposed methods for modify-

ing the reognition to orrespond to objetive reognition

by people, distinguishing noises from smiles, and luster-

ing several smiles together as one group. Evaluation results

showed that our mehanism ahieved 73% / 94% auray

(a) Talking with a friend (b) Talking with friends

() Looking at favorite

thing

(d) Eating deliious food

Figure 12: Indexed as smile

for deteting smile / laughter, and an atual use of the sys-

tem on�rmed that it an orretly detet interesting senes

from a reorded life log.

For future work, we plan to design additional types of data

loggers and improve the reognition auray.

As we mentioned in Setion 2, the PC-based system of

data loggers that we implemented in this study requires

wireless PC ommuniation. We intend to implement a

stand alone system to solve this problem. As for the reog-

nition, we distinguished three types of fae: smiling, laugh-

ing, and neutral. If we equip the devie with another type of

sensor, the reognition range will inrease. For example, if

using sound data based on a mirophone, the devie will be

able to reognize laughing with a voie. We need to modify

the algorithm aordingly.
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